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Direct access to the dispersion relations of multiple anisotropic surface
acoustic modes by Fourier image analysis

Y. Sugawara, O. B. Wright,a) and O. Matsuda
Department of Applied Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-8628, Japan

~Received 14 April 2003; accepted 17 June 2003!

We present a method based on a combination of temporal and spatial Fourier image analysis,
involving the incorporation of a time-reversed acoustic propagation component, that can be used to
obtain the angular dispersion or general dispersion relations of multiple surface acoustic modes
excited by a localized pulsed source. The method is applied to the study of acoustic propagation at
the surface of the highly anisotropic single-crystal TeO2 coated with a thin gold film. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1602151#

Surface acoustic wave propagation on bulk materials and
thin film structures has proved of fundamental and practical
interest for studying anisotropy and measuring film thick-
nesses or elastic properties.1–6 A common method for such
investigations is to use plane acoustic wave fronts, and to
repeat the experiment for each propagation direction sequen-
tially. However, the imaging of acoustic waves emanating
from a point source is very useful for materials characteriza-
tion because phenomena dependent on propagation direction,
such as surface phonon focusing, can be effectively and im-
mediately recorded with an omnidirectional acoustic wave
vector distribution.7–11For surface acoustic imaging with im-
pulsive point sources, the group velocity is readily measured
from the wave front shape. However, it is the phase
velocity—or its reciprocal, the slowness—that is more di-
rectly related to material elastic properties.12 Impulsive
point-source acoustic excitation of anisotropic samples by
nature involves the generation of several surface and bulk
acoustic modes that can produce complex overlapping wave
fronts; no general method for the direct and automatic ex-
traction of the individual dispersion relations~and hence the
phase velocities! from such experimental images involving
multiple propagating modes traveling parallel to the surface
has been proposed. Previous methods can only be applied to
images where only one acoustic mode propagates in any par-
ticular direction.9 In this letter we present a general tech-
nique for analysis in time-resolved acoustic imaging at sur-
faces in the two lateral spatial dimensions that allows the
extraction of the full set of dispersion relations for all excited
modes simultaneously.

We demonstrate the method with experiments on the
transparent tetragonal crystal TeO2 cut in the~001! orienta-
tion and coated with a thin polycrystalline gold film of thick-
ness ~40 nm! small enough to avoid significant thin film
dispersion here and thus simplify comparison with theory.
This crystal is strongly anisotropic in this cut and results in a
complex phonon focusing pattern, ideal for evaluating tech-
niques for acoustic mode analysis.9,13 We use an ultrafast
optical pump and probe technique based on a common-path
interferometer.14 Acoustic waves are thermoelastically ex-

cited at a;4 mm Gaussian spot~full width at half maximum
intensity! in the sample using optical pulses normally inci-
dent from the substrate side at wavelength 415 nm, repetition
rate 80 MHz, duration;1 ps, and optical fluence;2
mJ cm22, producing an initial transient temperature change
;200 K. With this impulsive source, broadband acoustic ex-
citation up to;1 GHz is achieved in the lateral direction,
with maximum efficiency in the 300–700 MHz range~or
wavelength;7 mm!. Out-of-plane surface motion~along the
z axis! is detected interferometrically with;0.4 pm resolu-
tion by the use of two optical probe pulses of wavelength
l5830 nm at an interval oft5330 ps, focused at normal
incidence to the same spot size on the front surface of the
film. The output beam from the interferometer is divided into
two using a polarizing beam splitter. These beams are fed to
two photodetectors, allowing the optical phase differenceDf
of the two probe pulses to be obtained. The relative position
of the pump and probe spots is scanned for a selection of
pump-probe delay times, building up a full animation of the
surface acoustic propagation over the intervalT512.5 ns be-
tween optical pump pulses. For the gold film and probe
wavelength used,Df is only sensitive to the out-of-plane
surface motion.14 We therefore express our data in terms of
the calibrated difference in surface displacementDuz

5lDf/4p recorded by the two probe pulses~that is effec-
tively averaged over the probe beam spatial profile!. This
differenceDuz is proportional to the outward surface particle
velocity vz5]uz /]t, where vz'Duz /t ~since t!2p/v,
wherev is the phonon angular frequency!.

An animation consisting of 23 images in a series sepa-
rated by the time interval 533 ps was obtained for a 60mm
360mm region (1203120 pixels) of the surface. The lateral
resolution is, however, limited to;4 mm by the probe beam
diameter. Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show two such images of
Duz for delay times 4.0 and 8.5 ns after the pump excitation
~at the image center!. Multiple wave fronts are produced by
expanding wavepackets according to the 12.5 ns pulse inter-
val. These are shaped as the group velocity surfaces, which
have fourfold symmetry.9,13 Such a time series of frames of
the acoustic propagation intuitively can be seen to contain
sufficient information for the extraction of the acoustic dis-
persion relations. The object is to achieve this in a simple
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and automatic way, avoiding the need for time-consuming
recursive optimization routines.

We propose such a method based on a dual Fourier
transformation, first taking a two-dimensional spatial Fourier
transform F(k,t) of the acoustic disturbancef (r ,t)
5Duz(r ,t):15
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Herek is the wave vector,n is an index labeling the acoustic
modes, andv5vn(k) is the dispersion relation. We have
assumedvn(k)5vn(2k) because the sample is laterally ho-
mogeneous, and, for simplicity, have neglected the effects of
acoustic attenuation@vn(k)5vn* (k)#. The functionsFn(k)
represent the spectral content of each acoustic moden. We
take a second Fourier transform in the temporal domain
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Equation~3! can be converted to the simple form
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closely related to the dispersion relation, being only nonzero
for (v,k) satisfyingv56vn(k).

Equations~1!–~4! strictly apply only when the waves
have been propagating for an infinite time with no acoustic
attenuation; there should be no acoustic sources present to
contribute to the acoustic disturbance. In our case the surface
acoustic waves are generated in a localized region of the
sample and propagate outwards. In order to convert our ex-
perimental data into a form compatible with the earlier
theory, we add tof (r ,t) an inverted time-reversed compo-
nent 2 f (r ,2t) representing incoming wave fronts, match-
ing the two sets of data to produce a combination of converg-
ing and diverging acoustic waves, with no acoustic sources.
The need for the sign inversion off stems from imaging the
outward surface velocityvz (}Duz) rather than the surface
displacementuz .16 We therefore chooseg(r ,t)5 f (r ,t)
2 f (r ,2t) and its dual Fourier transformuG(k,v)u for im-
age analysis. The timet50, for which g(r ,0)50, corre-
sponds to the moment an incoming wave front is matched to
an outgoing one. Figure 1~c! shows an example of a pro-
cessed image corresponding tog(r ,t), in which a window
function has been used to remove the central spot associated
with thermal expansion and temperature changes in the
acoustic generation zone.17 This method, based on the incor-
poration of a time-reversed acoustic field, shows interesting
parallels with the more active methods of acoustic
time-reversal.18

To obtain the dispersion relations from the experiment,
we evaluateuG(k,v)u using the numerical Fourier trans-
forms of the processed time-resolved data for TeO2.19 Figure
2~a! shows an example of a section of the experimentally
determined functionuG(k,v)u for v/2p5570 MHz. This
corresponds to a constant frequency surface in wave vector
space. Figure 2~b! shows the corresponding result of theoret-
ical calculations for surface acoustic waves~SAW!, pseudo-
surface acoustic waves~PSAW! and quasi-longitudinal bulk
waves~LBW! ~traveling parallel to the surface! on the same
scale,1,13,20that is theslowness surfacesfor these modes with
the conventional axeskx /v andky /v multiplied by the con-
stant value ofv to givekx andky .21 ~We have ignored small
film loading and piezoelectric effects in the calculation.! The
lines traced out by the experimentaluG(k,v)u are repro-
duced well by the theory. However, the combined effects of
phonon focusing and the selective detection of the out-of-
plane motion prevent SAW branches of the type marked with

FIG. 1. ~a!–~b! Experimental images of surface acoustic propagation on a
60mm360mm region of~001! TeO2 of thickness 1 mm coated with a 40
nm polycrystalline gold film for the fixed delay times 4.0 and 8.5 ns~524.0
ns!, respectively.~c! An example of a processed image that includes an
inverted time-reversed propagating component. This image, for delay time
8.5 ns, corresponds to the difference of the images in~a! and~b!. The white
color represents the outward direction forvz . The gray scale has been
truncated atDuz562 pm for clarity, but amplitudes up to;68 pm are in
fact present in the propagating portions of these images.

FIG. 2. ~a! Constant frequency surface of the experimentally-determined
function uG(k,v)u for v/2p5570 MHz. ~b! The result of theoretical calcu-
lations of the slowness surfaces for SAW, PSAW, and LBW represented with
the horizontal scaleskx and ky instead of the usualkx /v and ky /v, for
v/2p5570 MHz. The star represents SAW branches not observed in ex-
periment.
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the star in Fig. 2~b! being detected.13 The square feature in
the center of Fig. 2~a! arises from a LBW traveling in the
near-surface region.22 The deviations from fourfold symme-
try observed inuG(k,v)u are probably caused by residual
ellipticity of the optical pump spot.@The image analysis we
have adopted impliesuG(k,v)u5uG(2k,v)u.]

The equivalence ofuG(k,v)u and the dispersion relation
is even more evident in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, that showv/2p
vs k obtained from sections of the experimentaluG(k,v)u for
the fixed propagation directions@100# and @110#, respec-
tively. Shown superimposed are the theoretical calculations
of v/2p versusk for SAW ~triangles!, PSAW ~squares!, and
LBW ~circles!. As expected for a bulk sample, for each di-
rection the phase velocities are independent ofk. ~For @100#
v/k'1.89 km s21 for SAW. For @110#, v/k'2.01 km s21

for PSAW, and 4.47 km s21 for LBW.! Good agreement is
obtained for those regions ofv2k space that are signifi-
cantly excited.

An interesting experimental limitation concerns the im-
aged areaL3L. Fourier analysis of this finite region leads to
a minimum resolvable step ink equal to 2p/L ~'0.1 mm21

for L560mm) and to the appearance of small oscillations
surrounding the maxima ofuG(k,v)u. These effects, rather
than the neglect of acoustic attenuation~which has a negli-
gible influence for our image size!,20 are the dominant
sources of error in the data analysis. The periodic laser exci-
tation also restricts the spectrumuG(k,v)u to values ofv/2p
that are integer multiples of the 80 MHz repetition rate.
However, this does not pose problems in the analysis or in
the evaluation of the crystal for the present measurements.

In conclusion, we have presented a method that can be
used to directly obtain the dispersion relations of multiple
surface acoustic modes from time-resolved two-dimensional
images of anisotropic samples. It allows the immediate con-
version of complex experimental wave fronts to slowness

surfaces convenient for comparison with theoretical models.
Our experiments involve an impulsive and approximately
axially symmetric acoustic source, but the analysis is gen-
eral, and could be applied to other temporal wave forms or
spatial source shapes. Although the film in the present study
did not significantly affect the acoustic dispersion over the
region probed, for thicker films the method could be used for
the nondestructive measurement of film thickness. We envis-
age application to wide range of crystals as well as to sub-
strates with texture on micron or nanometer scales.

The authors are indebted to S. Tamura, Y. Tanaka, and V.
E. Gusev for valuable discussions on the theory of acoustic
dispersion.
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